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THE GREENS WIZARD
¤


MYSWING GOLF’S NEW FRONTIER
¤


This new putting aid was created
to provide instant, visual feedback to help train players to
use their feet to feel the breaks
and slopes of the green. With
practice players will learn to trust
their feet to help choose the
correct line. While the concept
is simple, the Greens Wizard has
undergone two years of development to ensure maximum
accuracy and it is now market
ready. It is a durable product
built using polycarbonate, which
also allows users to clearly view the
feedback. It contains a clear dampening fluid that highlights the leveling
ball inside and, more importantly,
promotes optimum accuracy. Whether
a professional is looking to dial in their
green reading ability, an amateur feels
clueless on the greens, or a caddie is
mapping greens for their next tournament, the Greens Wizard is perfect
for all play levels. Long time caddy for
Phil Mickelson, Jim “Bones” Mackay,
wrote in a recent article sharing his 10
Rules For Reading Golf Greens. No. 2
on the list is trusting your feet: “To get
a perfect read I stand over the ball as
though I’m going to hit it. I get a great
sense of the break not only with my
eyes, but with my feet. When I look
down at the ball, I can tell immediately
whether it’s a fraction of an inch higher
or lower than my feet. Then I factor
that in along with what I see from the
other perspectives. Don’t sell your sensory awareness short: Amazing as it
might seem, almost everyone will get
information from the stand-at-address
perspective that you can’t gather from
reading the green with your eyes.”
The Greens Wizard was created with
simplicity in mind — it’s essentially a
level on your foot. You don’t need to
be a tech genius to use it and it doesn’t
require batteries, a smart phone or a
WiFi signal — just gravity.
$29.95 | www.greenswizard.com

In yet another PGA Show packed with
high-tech training aids and swing analysis gadgets, MySwing Golf’s full-body,
real-time 3D motion capture system
really stood out.
The product grew out of the movie
industry, specifically the motion capture
process that’s part of just about every
sci-fi and adventure flick and TV show
these days. The product’s creator, Peter
Gauthier, is an engineer who created the
wireless, instant-feedback technology
that revolutionized the film industry via
popular shows like “Game of Thrones,”
many animated films and video games.
“We adapted it to sports and golf as our
first entry because golf is a hard motion
to capture,” Gauthier told golfgearweekly.com. “It’s a product for golf coaches
… players are consistently blown away
when they see how 3D motion capture
helps them improve dramatically. The
downswing is faster than the blink of an
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SHOE TIPS
¤

Shoe Tips is a simple yet effective new product that helps you concentrate
on key swing thoughts during practice and play. Simply slide two small,
oblong plastic tags — each displaying swing-thought or trigger words
— directly onto shoelaces using small base clips (no untying or re-tying
required). One favorite is the head-clearing combination of “Turn” and
“Breathe/Focus,” but you’ll find your own apt combo, from “Back and
Thru” to “Soft Hands” to “Alignment,” “Balance,” “Tempo,” “Commit/
Trust” … you get the (mental) picture. It’s like a visual voice to back up
your inner one. The USGA has ruled that they’re fine for casual play, but if
you’re posting a score for handicap purposes or in hardcore competition,
you can still have them with you and visible by attaching them to your bag
instead (a stretchable loop is provided for that purpose). A new competition-friendly version of the clips is currently in development.
$19.99 | www.shoetipsgolf.com

eye, and players and coaches can now
see it from any angle in slow motion.”
With fast set-up, pros spend more
time teaching and have the ability to
instruct multiple students simultaneously. The MySwing Trainer can set to any
angle, tilt or rotation and operate with
two or five sensors capturing specific
movement with the pelvis and ribcage,
left arm, and right arm.
“The goal with MySwing Trainer is to
provide teaching pros with a rapid ROI
and a system that pays for itself in a
short time frame through player selftraining,” said Curt Wieden, MySwing’s
director of marketing. “Students will
enjoy the challenge of achieving specific
training goals and will experience
faster improvement through repetition
of correct motions. Pros can set the
system to specific ranges to train
anyone from the weekend warrior to
the tour professional.”
Added Chase Cooper, director of product development, “everything you see
takes about 10 minutes to suit up and
calibrate, we match the movement live.
Nobody does what we can do. We can
record, analyze, compare golf swings,
overhead squads, putting, dynamic motion, anything you want to measure. We
can use up to 17 sensors for full body, or
as few as two sensors. That’s basically
above and below every major joint. The
technology is fascinating. Every time we
suit someone up, they smile.”
After capturing a player’s swing, a
teacher can compare it to PGA Tour players — or to someone who “plays like you

do, find where the worst problems are,
work on it and train it,” Cooper added.
“We have biofeedback. It’s just our sensors and computer; everything uploads
to our online database. If both player
and coach have YouTube accounts, we
send the video to both places. It’s quick
and easy to set up.”
Gauthier expects MySwing to show
up at many more teaching stations in
the near future, and says its usefulness
goes beyond just recording and working
on a player’s moves. “You need to seek
teachers with our product. Our coaches
use this to screen players to find what
they can and cannot do physically. Most
professional golfers are injured at some
time, and amateurs over 45 years old
and with a handicap between 1-9 are
injured the most. Technology and smart
coaches make sure instruction isn’t hurting a player by assessing potential injury
by screening. Ben Hogan [who played
some of his best golf after a life-threatening car accident] was a thoughtful,
intelligent man who wanted every edge
possible in his game. I believe he’d be
one of our biggest fans.”
$999 | www.myswing.com
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